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Defectors 
prepare 
packages to send 
to North Korea
June 18, 2020

   A North Korean defector-led group on Thursday prepared hundreds of plastic bottles 
stuffed with rice which they plan to float into North Korea, despite a legal challenge from 
South Korean authorities and threats from Pyongyang.

1. Packing rice into bottles with medical face masks -- these packages are being prepared by 
North Korean defector-led groups in South Korea's capital, which they then plan on floating 
via the sea across the border into the North.

2. These efforts took place on Thursday against the backdrop of escalating tensions between 
the two Koreas, two days after the North blew up a joint liaison office on its side of the 
border.

3. The North claimed the attack was a retaliation against defectors from the North sending 
propaganda leaflets across the border.

4. A defector himself, Park Jung-oh, leader of the group, called Kuensaem, organized the 
effort:

"We do this as humanitarian aid amongst those who share the same values, so whatever 
North Korea says we will continue to help those in hard positions, the elderly and the 
victims.”

5. The North claims the defectors' activities are insulting the dignity of Kim Jong Un and 
has called the defectors "mongrel dogs" and "human scum.”

6. The groups also use balloons to send food, $1 bills, mini radios and even USB sticks 
containing South Korea dramas and news.

7. Seoul has tried to stop the actions of defector groups in the past week, and vowed to take 
legal action against them, arguing their actions actually fuel tensions between the two sides.

8. North Korea has declared an end to the dialogue with the South 
and rejected their offer to send a special envoy for discussions to ease tensions.
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9. Instead, Kim Jong Un's sister, Kim Yo Jong, has piled on criticism of South Korea's 
President Moon Jae-in for failing to implement a 2018 peace agreement between the two 
Koreas.

10. Meanwhile South Korea's chief nuclear negotiator Lee Do-Hoon will hold talks with 
officials in Washington on Thursday.

11. He is expected to meet with Deputy Secretary of State Stephen Biegun, who had led 
denuclearization negotiations with North Korea.

12. Efforts to restart inter-Korean economic projects up until now have been stalled due to 
international sanctions designed to rein in the North's nuclear and missile programs.


